
Shelf.Network 
What kind of blockchain is Shelf 

Shelf is not that type of “blockchain” as traditionally the term would suggest based on bitcoin and 
other public networks. It can be categorised as a semi-permissioned private network based on 
distributed ledger technology. 
The centralised part of “access control” for listing and seller’s key validation is caused due to the 
governance model that needs to exist for an effective networking on both side, assuring that 
inventory suppliers, are the existing entities and that items really belong to them and are for selling. 
This type of Identity control and permissioned access for sellers, allows us to build a DLT network 
without the internal crypto coin, avoiding all the volatility and regulatory issues associated with 
other blockchain solutions. 
Shelf’s DLT network 

On the question of why do we need blockchain (distributed ledger) and could it be built in a 
centralised manner, the answer would be: yes it could be built in a central way, like any other 
blockchain based solution that exists today. But choosing a distributed approach is both 
strategically and technically beneficial. 

1. Autonomy and universal bidding  

The major benefit of the ecosystem is the autonomy of nodes. That allows any merchant using our 
codebase to operate separately without networking with other nodes and in case of accessing the 
shared auctions, to conduct both types, using the same server, key infrastructure and code base 
that is retained by the merchant node. 
If we had built the bidding ledger in a centralised manner under our server, that would mean that 
every merchant willing to run both autonomous and shared auctions would have to integrate and 
support two different infrastructures. 
From a larger scale perspective, and experience; there are already established entities like: 
Governmental agencies, banks, state asset managers who already run registries with auctioning 
capabilities under their own webpage and just cutting the operations and completely outsourcing 
the trades sounds risky, so distributed ledger bidding and remained Autonomy, where both their 
local and external merchants can function with separate full nodes is a perfect scenario for 
everyone. 
2. Chicken and egg problem 

Like any platform that is based on 2 side networking, has a problem of on boarding both sides 
simultaneously. But our approach of autonomous operating feature allows us to plug, consolidate 
merchants, first in a scattered way, and then switch the networking mode.

Permissioned side of network Public network

Access control mechanism exists to list the 
inventory for auctioning.

Any node (merchant) can connect to a protocol if it 
knows a bootstrap node address to sync.

Centralised: Decentralised:

Inventory supply (through our application or type of 
“franchised listing capability”  for merchants) Bidding Ledger

Media, big data provided though links and hashes 
but stored on central servers. (either on Shelf’s or 

seller’s)

PKI 

Lot’s standardised attributes based on inventory
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3. Delegation of risk  

Centralised bidding would allow us as a ledger keepers to have manipulative triggers and would 
require us 10 times more effort to build the reputation and trust both on supplier and merchant 
side. while DLT and delegated record keeping makes shelf.Network only an asset manager and 
distributor through the protocol. 

Could any existing brands like: Amazon, eBay and etc. build it, through their reputation? No 
because the operational model is different, while they are own brand oriented (single web for 
access) and sharing with other competitors, allowing them to build their own brands would mean, 
working against own existence.  
 
Shelf.Network is focused on dividing inventory distribution and re-marketing in the industry, we 
have a unique capability to bring competition among the re-marketing agents and complete 
neutrality in terms of distribution, that feature should become our competitive advantage and allow 
us to allocate majority of the auctioning assets on our platform, that none of the sole auctioneer 
could gather under current centralised framework. 

4. Technical risk 

If the system would be centralised, there would be a single point of failure and would require a lot 
more effort to build credibility and we would never have being able to launch and experiment with 
such cases as governmental trades. 

4. It’s the “Blockchain” 

As a startup we harvest the fruits of the ongoing blockchain fever, there are no requirements of 
technology credibility, audits and company history checkup to launch pilot auctions even with the 
governments or well established corporate entities. It allows us to easily market the 
nonconventional approach and while there are tons of centralised auctioning platforms and 
software providers, there is only one on the blockchain! 

Technical development requirements 

Our primary focus for investment is to mobilise additional group in US, to start developing the 
service layer on top of the distributed protocol and form a frictionlessly plug in able platform.

Functionality that we are missing:
• Integrated deposit management system
• External deposit verification capability (Through payment service providers)
• Multi ledger architecture for further diversification of asset types
• Finish the two layered “consensus building” (proof of deposits + Next generations of “Raft”)
• Well documented API and SDK for building integrated UI’s over API

Due to the technical milestones and vision of building universal networking platform for auctions, 
We recently have brought on board as our CPO, Mr. Revaz Tsivtsivadze, who was the lead product 
manager on the Shutterstock Developer Platform for internal and external API’s and previously 
spent the last 4 years at Mastercard in various product management roles across the Digital 
Payments & Labs org, most notably building the foundation of Mastercard Developer platform and 
the API initiative. (Resides in NY)
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Market entry strategy: USA 

Phase 1: Revenue generation 

As we are already building and have a significant network of used car auctions, considering the 
nature of inventory movement, we will concentrate on acquiring used car suppliers in US. (Off-
lease, off-rental, Company/fleet cars, trade in) and push the inventory to eastern European 
retailers. (Georgia, Ukraine, Lithuania, Moldova, Azerbaijan) - MOU’s signed with biggest auto 
listing and re-marketing portals.   

In terms of supply there is around 20 million unit of used cars in US and around 48% of them are 
sold auction based. *Source: Mannheim Consulting 

Considering only one single country where we are building our infrastructure, there is around 
30,000 unit average import of cars from US to Georgia and market is rising 10% annually. On the 
other hand Georgia has become a gateway country and the regional leader in vehicle re-export 
business and total market size of the industry is around 800,000,000 USD. *Source: Ministry of 
internal affairs of Georgia

For the past few years, used car market in Georgia was mostly supplied by Japanese auctions. 
Auto auctions are the most popular method to sell used vehicles in Japan and looking at the 
statistics show that around 44% of the supply was from Japan, followed by Germany 19% and USA 
8%. *Source: UN Comtrade 

Since the January of 2017, the new legislation was adopted by the government of Georgia that will 
change the entire market and shift it more to western auctions and car suppliers, where US cars 
are more price competitive compared to EU.

•  Importing right side steering wheels should be minimised and abolished in 2 year period. 
•  The customs clearing fee of right wheel cars are tripled in size. 

 
Same type of legislation has being adopted in Azerbaijan and custom clearing easing passed for 
newer cars in Ukraine, that overall will increase the demand of newer, 2-3 years old used vehicles 
that exactly are re-sold in the off-leasing, off-renting and corporate fleet auctions.  

Phase 2: Foreclosure  

Besides that we completely agree on the fact that startups should focus on single industry at this 
point and foreclosure market is more complex in procedures and externalities. We will only act as a 
auctioning software provider and even give auctioning module away for free in some cases. This 
strategy is focused on future development of network, where at first phase you have autonomous 
retailer (nodes) working as mono block infrastructure running our code, without any networking 
with others. (in terms of foreclosure frameworks and protocol optimisation this is something we 
have already done).

“Having your own shelf space” 

The nodes don't interact with each other and we as a company, under agreement retain future right 
to distribute additional items on the resources that are running our code and pay commission from 
the selling, that is mutually beneficial for each side.
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Existing clients: 

MOUs signed:

https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B-GS7AKllrz5S0wxRW14cU13czg

In progress: In line: Suppliers

Ukraine

privatization.com.ua polonex.com.ua Alfabank iboxbank.online

e-auction.ua smarttender.biz Ukrsotsbank

lot.pb.ua public-bid.sale Privatbank

Georgia

myauto.ge carauction.ge TBC Bank Credline

myhome.ge Bank of Georgia Mogo.ge

mycar.ge Bank of Republic

Place.ge

Lithuania - Moldova - Italy

dashdeal.lt 999.md Dashdeal.dealership

autouncle.it

USA

realestateauctions.com

propy.com

Both supplier and 
merchant
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https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B-GS7AKllrz5S0wxRW14cU13czg
http://www.privatization.com.ua
http://polonex.com.ua
https://alfabank.ua
http://www.iboxbank.online
http://www.e-auction.ua
https://smarttender.biz
https://en.ukrsotsbank.com
http://lot.pb.ua
https://public-bid.sale
https://privatbank.ua
http://www.myauto.ge
http://www.carauction.ge
http://www.tbc.ge
http://www.credline.ge/
http://www.myhome.ge
http://www.bog.ge
https://www.mogo.ge
http://www.mycar.ge
https://www.br.ge
http://place.ge/
http://www.dashdeal.lt
http://www.999.md
http://auction.dashdeal.lt/ended/
https://www.autouncle.it
http://realestateauctions.com
http://www.propy.com

